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The Dog Pollution Solution

Maintenance
A Simple locking front allows
easy access for refilling. Each
dispenser carries 200-300
bags, installed in seconds by
simply placing the holes on
the header card over the
pegs inside.

Dog Glove Dispenser & Waste Bags

Dog Waste Bags
The Specially designed bags
are made extra thick with a
two ply pouch ensuring that
you do not become over
familiar with the poop. Simply
place the bag on like a glove
and pick up the poop, peeling
the bag back from the wrist
actually seals the poop in
without any mess or fuss unlike,
traditional pooper scoopers.

Dispenser & Dog
Bin Unit
The Dog Glove (waste bag)
Dispenser & Dog Bin, including
post. Now available as a single
unit. JRB-1712DPB

The Dog Glove™ Dispenser can now be seen in hundreds of parks all over Britain. This
revolutionary new system leaves no excuses for irresponsible dog owners to not pick up after
their dogs. Simple to install, simple to use, thick two ply bags have made these dispensers an
essential tool in the fight against dog pollution.
The unique design of the dispenser allows only one bag at a time to be pulled out preventing
any wastage problems. Constructed from rust resistant Zintec steel the dispenser is weather
proof and vandal resistant. The locking front access permits easy filling. It is simple to mount
on a post, wall, building or dog bin.
The JRB Enterprise Range
also includes:
Specifications:
Dispenser size: 460mm x 160mm x 230mm
Colour Green: (Other colours by arrangement, minimum quantities apply)
Dog Gloves (waste bags): cases of 800
Various brackets are available for fixing, including walls, posts & banding
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Dog Waste Bins
Light weight Poop Scoops
Plain & Printed
Custom Designed Signs
Heavy Duty Bin Sacks
Galvanised Posts
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